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About my research

Started my HE journey by 
developing  a dedicated 
microprocessor system SV 
University , Thirupathi, India

Completed my PhD in the 
area of Atmospheric Physics, 
from Adelaide University, 
Australia.
Joined Curtin University in 
2003 and carried out several 
industrial research projects 
including optimization of 
Power utilities through 
simulations and modelling.
Taught UG Engineering 
students where I integrated 
Remote Labs and Virtual 
Reality (VR) labs into the 
curriculum.

Currently, I am carrying out 
research in the area of data 
science and designing state-of-
the-art learning modules and 
analyzing the data captured 
using innovative online 
platform called Challenge – a 
self-paced individual and team-
based digital learning space 



Session Outline
Technology Enabled Platform Concept
• Reflection on international advancements

Data Analysis from Digital Trails
• To measure individual and team based learning

AI and Natural Language Processing Research
• To detect what teams are talking about while working



Gartner Magic Quadrant for Data Science and Machine Learning Platforms

• Excellent choices of Data Science and 
Machine Learning Platforms are now 
available.

• In a remarkable move, the whole field of 
competitors has moved strongly up and 
to the right offering more and more 
Leaders or near-leader Visionaries than 
ever before.

https://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/advanced-analytic-
platforms-changes-in-the-leaderboard-2020

https://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/advanced-analytic-platforms-changes-in-the-leaderboard-2020


Domains of Data 
Science in 
Higher Education 
Learning & 
Teaching

Identifying, 
recruiting and 
admitting 
students

1

Attending to 
the intentions 
and goals of 
each student

2

Supporting 
learning via 
dynamic 
feedback

4
Offering 
knowledge on 
demand in 
authentic 
settings

3
Developing 
global networks 
for life-long 
economic 
advancement

5



Recent growth in demand for enterprise skills : 
Foundation for Young Australians, 2017, p.10. 

Research has shown that “the 
proportion of jobs that demand 
critical thinking has increased by 
158%, creativity by 65%, 
presentation skills by 25% and team 
work by 19%”

Skills that will matter most in future 
Growth Rate



Technology Enabled  platform

Curtin Challenge Platform which is a technology enabled digital platform acts as two-sided 
network benefitting both students and educators with a link between Data Science and 
Learning. 

Research questions:

• How can technology enablement for collaborative team learning promote education 
needed for building knowledge, skills, research capacity and culture of innovation?

• How can predictive algorithms use the new platform to assist with adaptive learning 
mechanisms needed to optimize learning for each individual at scale?



Challenge Use Cases

Individual compliance training
• Respectful relationships
• Curtin research ethics approval

Individual personal 
development 

• Curtin careers 
• Curtin leadership 
• Curtin global discovery

Team problem solving
• Balance of the planet
• Plan for the planet
• Liveable environment challenge

Teamwork in curriculum
• Curtin capstone units
• Curriculum group assignments
• High school VET program

Individual Learning Team Learning

Individual assessments
• English challenge
• Curtin academic integrity

Cross collaboration in global 
teams

• Global industry projects
• Balance of the planet



Notion of completing a project collectively is considered very 
valuable in the present era

By working together as a unified 
system, the organization is able to 
amplify its intelligence well beyond 
the capacity of any individual 
member of the group.

Teams working together with no 
bosses or workers--with no hierarchy 
at all, is the trend.

Science is collective intelligence



Platform Analytics – A Snap Shot
Helping students and  
instructors manage 
learning effectively in the 
domains of :

Digital literacy (DL)

Personal learning (PL)

Collaboration (C)

Problem Solving (PS)



 Level and type of collaboration

 Individual student contribution

 Relationship to team results  

 Distribution of  effort across the team

Interactions by User and Artefact

• Blue Nodes = Team Members
• Charcoal Nodes = Tasks worked on Individually
• Common Nodes = Tasks worked on between 

individuals
Line thickness reflects volume of contribution



 Level and type of collaboration

 Individual student contribution

 Relationship to team results  

 Distribution of  effort across the team

Interactions by User and Artefact

• Red Nodes = Team Members, 
• Purple Nodes = Tasks worked on between 3 

individuals,
• Green Nodes = Tasks worked on between 2 

individuals, 
• Dark Blue Nodes = Tasks worked on Individually 
• Line thickness reflects volume of contribution



Task Participation

13

High Performing Team – Work is 
distributed. Multiple shared artefacts. 
Finishes on time. Covers all tasks.

Low Performing Team – Work is 
imbalanced. Few shared artefacts. 
Finishes late. Last minute rescue 
attempt by one person fails.

• Red Nodes = Team Members, Dark Blue Nodes = Tasks worked on Individually
• Green Nodes = Tasks worked on between 2 individuals,  Line thickness reflects volume of contribution



Use of Time

14

High Performing Team – Worked more 
at all hours of the day including night. 
Spent time on important subtasks.

Low Performing Team – Worked less 
during the day and none at night. 
Missed important subtasks.



 Identifies time that 
students are spending on 
each page 

 Useful in associating effort 
with specific pages of 
content, and evaluating 
instructional design

Average Time on Activities



Student’s task completion path. The data has been 
aggregated to days.

The nodes in the diagram represent task category, 
width of the node and the link thickness represent 
relative length of time spent on that task 
compared to other tasks.  

The process is from left to right where one task 
(flow) ends and another starts. 

Completion Paths – how do students in a team differ with respect to sequence of task 
completion, what variability do they exhibit in starting, ending times and durations 

Student 1 paths through resources are captured



Student Learning Outcomes

• The % progress of any modules they 
completed

• A list of Learning Outcomes they have met 
by interacting with Project Tasks

• A list of Learning Outcomes they have not 
met by avoiding Project Tasks



Digital Badges Earned at the completion carry meta data

Supports micro-credentials concept



Challenge automatically creates a WebEx Teams space with all 
members linked for each team ‘deliverable’



AI and BOT research:
Laying the foundations for a pedagogy tutor, 
through Natural Language Processing (NLP)

and Topic Modelling Research



Natural Language Processing
A mixture of artificial intelligence 
and computational linguistics

Topic Modelling
Topic modelling is a data-mining 
technique for discovering subject 
of texts, such as  conversations.

Definitions

Machine understanding and action using  NLP
1. A person says something or types a chat
2. The machine records both sound and chat and transforms into texts
3. The Curtin NLP system in Challenge parses the text into components, 

understands the context and focus areas of the conversation.
4. The NLP result directs the machine to the next steps (e.g. provide 

feedback, find a resource, help the team)



Topic Modelling Applications 

Topic modelling (TM) connects words 
with similar contexts and meanings and 
distinguishes between uses of words 
with multiple meanings. 

This leads to a number of useful 
applications; the research we’re 
undertaking now, leverages the Cisco 
analytics investment to lay the 
groundwork for a pedagogy tutor.

The following slides illustrate the 
groundwork being developed.

NLP
Topic 

Modelling

Chat Bot

Sentiment 
Analysis

Industry 
Application

Semantic 
Analysis

Meeting 
Summarization



Topic Modelling (TM) of Chat data
Goal
What are the broad topics discussed during 
a chat or a meeting? How are the topics 
similar to each other?

Solution
Extract topics using Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA) model and display with 
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to 
comprehend results. 

Value Created
Topics of conversation are identified along 
with measures of similarity among topics. 
This information can be passed along for 
further processing (e.g. priorities, and 
responses) under future research.



Groundwork for future AI collaboration

Apply TM tool 
to WebEx Teams

Word 
Embeddings

Automating 
Feedback

Goal

Knowing what teams are talking about as 
they work so Challenge can provide 
resources and help students learn, and  
reduce teachers workload.

Solution

Apply NLP methods including TM to Cisco 
WebEx Teams chats

Value Created

We can now find topics and prioritize 
topics via AI.

Pedagogical tutor: development pathway

Pedagogical tutors can support the student experience and learning (both 
individual and team), strengthen learning design and reduce teacher workload.



Prof David Gibson – UNESCO Chair of Data Science in Higher Education

Dr Rupa Vuthaluru – Platform Data Scientist

Mr Simon Kerrigan – Platform Manager

David.C.Gibson@curtin.edu.au
Rupa.Vuthaluru@curtin.edu.au
Simon.Kerrigan@curtin.edu.au

Thank you

mailto:David.C.Gibson@curtin.edu.au
mailto:Rupa.Vuthaluru@curtin.edu.au
mailto:Simon.Kerrigan@curtin.edu.au


Team Challenges - capstone final year courses

Groups form with shared goals & diversity of member roles

Tasks and subtasks are aggregated into deliverables

Economists

Environmentalist

s

Historians

Governance Experts

Innovators

Community Leaders

Your Challenge:
Design a new Harbour for Fremantle

Harbor Masters Team

Collaborative, team based, problem-solving  learning exercises



Displays effort per 
team over time 
throughout a project 
Shows how effort of 
different teams varies 
over time
Degree of effort equal 
to depth of colour

Timeline Heat Maps
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